NewTV Internships
A SUCCESSFUL MEDIA PRODUCTION
INTERNSHIP WITH SOFIA AND BRYCE

Preparing to film the Newton South graduation.

From January through June of
2019, NewTV was lucky to have
two co-ops from Northeastern
University, Sofia Cianca and
Bryce Dearden. In their time at
NewTV, they worked on a variety of
projects (in all kinds of weather).
They helped film PSAs, the Mayor’s
Community Breakfast, and the
graduations at Newton South and
Newton North. They filmed events
at the Newton Free Library and
acted as PAs for Another Age
Productions.
Both Sofia and Bryce study media
at Northeastern. Sofia is a Media,
Arts & Communication major with
a minor in Psychology. Bryce
is a Media, Screen Studies &
Communication major with a minor
in Film Production.
The co-op helped them gain
practical experience in media, they
each said. Bryce had wanted to
study film since high school and
interning at NewTV allowed him
to access high-tech equipment.
“I’m a lot more confident and

Sofia and Bryce with President Auon of Northeastern University.

comfortable with this kind of
equipment now,” Bryce said at the
end of the co-op. Sofia was less
sure about whether video would
play a role in her future, but her
time at NewTV gave her hands-on
opportunities to get comfortable
with filming. “I learned everything I
know here,” she said, in reference
to her new shooting capabilities.
Their most extensive project
was their final one: a 30-minute
documentary completely
produced and edited by them.
The documentary, titled “The
International Dream,” explores the
lives of international students at
Northeastern University and the
steps they took to study here.

students, and includes an interview
with the Northeastern President.
On June 27, 19, NewTV hosted
a screening for the documentary,
attended by friends of Sofia and
Bryce and NewTV members.
The screening gave Sofia and Bryce
the chance to talk about the project
and how the filming process went.
Want to see Sofia and Bryce’s
work? Watch “The International
Dream.” Check out also their profile
on the artist Gregory Steinsieck and
their video about the Typewriter
Poetry Series at the Newton Free
Library.

For Sofia and Bryce, the topic was
important to them because many
of their friends are international
students. In 2018, Northeastern
had the third largest international
student population for any
university in the US.
The documentary focuses on three
of their peers, all international
At the screening of “The International Dream.”

